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Making life more comfortable
with the Danfoss Link™ App
The Osbäcks sit back, relax and enjoy perfect heating control

Set

and forget
The Danfoss Link™ App,
keeps room temperatures
at the right setting

smartheating.danfoss.com

The Osbäck family’s heating system comprises:
• 16 Danfoss living connect® thermostats so the temperature in each
room can be individually set.
• 2 room sensors, which measure the temperature in the rooms

The Danfoss Link™ App
gives you constant indoor comfort

• A Danfoss Link™ Central Controller with Wi-Fi, which provides
wireless control of all radiator thermostats. Studies have documented
average energy savings of up to 30% in homes with a Danfoss Link™
system installed
• The Danfoss Link™ App, enabling remote regulation of individual room
temperatures from any location

Jörgen likes his new remote heating control system so much, he’s started to install it for his customers
Jörgen Osbäck takes more than a personal interest in the heating system installed in his sunny home in
Uddevalla on the coast of south-west Sweden. As the owner of a heating installation company, he’s
keen to learn about the latest heating technology that he can recommend to his customers.

• The Danfoss Link™ App Helpdesk, which provides technical support for
Wi-Fi and app-related questions

“It doesn’t matter which
room I enter, the temperature
is practically always at the
temperature I have set.”

So when he was introduced to the new
Danfoss Link™ App, he didn’t hesitate
for a moment.
“We’ve had a Danfoss heating system for
a long time and changed to Danfoss
Link™ as soon as it came on the market.
Now we’ve been using the Danfoss Link™
App for about six months. The big
difference I’ve noticed is the comfort.
The indoor temperature has become
remarkably constant,” Jörgen says.
Visible benefits
He likes the fact that it’s easy to use and
that he can see both the temperature
settings and the actual room
temperatures on his phone. In that way,

Jörgen thinks the Danfoss Link™ App is a
‘cool gadget’.
Once the temperatures are set, he can sit
back, relax and enjoy reliable heating
comfort along with his partner Jenny
and their two children, aged six and 12.
“You don’t have to knock on the system
or do anything with it. The system
‘exercises’ the radiator valves every week
and that contributes to the stable indoor
temperature. Open window detection is
also a great benefit as it means you can
open a window in the middle of winter
and avoid having the system on full heat.
“It doesn’t matter which room I enter, the
temperature is practically always at the
temperature I have set.”

Inevitable cost savings
Jörgen hasn’t yet had a chance to look at
the heating bill and make a comparison.
But, as a heating installer, he is convinced
that the constant temperature and
automatic valve exercising function have
reduced his household energy
consumption.
Over the past six months, he has
demonstrated the Danfoss Link™ App to a
number of his customers. He has installed
a few new heating systems as a result.
When he’s needed help along the way,
the support provided by Danfoss has
been very good.

Three good reasons to choose Danfoss
Danfoss provides intelligent, energy-efficient heating solutions for your home. Our products increase
comfort, reduce heating bills and make your heating system easier to manage. With more than 80 years of
experience, innovation and development, we can offer you the best solutions for the perfect indoor climate.

1

Intelligent solutions that optimise
indoor climate and comfort

2

Reduce heating expenses and reap the
benefits of an energy-efficient home

3

Intuitive and user-friendly products
tailored to your lifestyle

Visit us online for information, support, advice and inspiration at smartheating.danfoss.com

Scan the code to download the app with
a demo and see for yourself how easy it is.
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